
 



FAQs--HOW TO MAKE ADDITIONS IN THE ASSESSMENT ORDER IN ITBA. 

 

Unlike the legacy AST System, in the new ITBA Systems any additions or disallowance cannot 

be made directly in the Part B-TI. Rather for making any additions or allowances, user is 

required to navigate to corresponding schedule and change the data available there to take 

care of any addition, disallowance or allowances.  As December 31st  is time barring date for 

AY 2016-17,therefore  in the following FAQs , table and Schedule of ITR-4 for AY 2016-17 are 

mentioned for  illustrative purpose. In respect of ITR 1, 2, 3,4 and 4S filed by user ,the 

relevant data will be shown in the corresponding  column of ITR-4 in income computation 

screen of ITBA.  If User is using any other ITR form, the column of such form may be referred 

for making any additions/disallowances. Users are advised to acquaint themselves 

thoroughly about the various schedules and column of ITR Forms.  

   

Question 1: How assessment order can be drafted in ITBA? 

Ans. Navigation Path: Assessment Home Page  Worklist  Subject “Assessment Proceeding 

u/s …” workitem  Enter Assessment Order details.  

ITBA systems have provided a free text space in which assessment order is required to be 

framed. The AO can directly type the text of assessment order in the space provided. 

Alternately the AO can also get the assessment order text typed in MS Word and copy paste 

into the ITBA screen for meant for typing the Assessment order. This will ensure that the entire 

order can be easily pasted in ITBA from MS Word and saved. However, it is essential to note 

that in order to ensure that the formatting is correctly retained in ITBA, the instructions on font 

type, font size, line spacing etc are strictly followed. Following Box may be referred for the 

formatting to be used in MS-Word to retain exact format in ITBA while pasting the document 

in ITBA. Please note that if the prescribed format is not used, the order in ITBA may not have 

proper formatting. 

1) Open MS Word to draft the content for letter/notice/order. 

2) Do the following format changes: 

a. Select Font as Arial.  

b. Select Font Size as 12. 

c. Use Left Align text. 

3) You may use the below numbering- 

1.   

Or listed bullet points for best results 

  

o   

4) In case a table is inserted, then change the Border width for tables to minimum 1 pt.  



5) Use normal page margin 

6) Remove any extra lines and spaces. 

7) Review and finalize the complete content and ensure it is within page margin. 

8) Copy the above finalized content and paste it in free text area on Order/Notice/Letter 

screen. 

 

The user is not required to create and fill the columns like name, Address, AY, PAN etc. These all 

particulars will be auto populated in the Assessment order header. Computation sheet 

including the Income and Tax computation will form part of order and will be system generated 

along with order.  

 

Question 2: How to make additions/disallowances in income and deductions? 

Ans. The user has to navigate to income computation by the Navigation Path: Assessment 

Home Page  Worklist  Subject “Assessment Proceeding u/s …” workitem  Income 

computation. 

The user will be asked to choose whether he want to see” Latest Return “or “Latest order” and 

click ‘Initiate computation’. However, as the schedule-level entry may not be available in the 

latest order passed in legacy ITD system in certain cases, therefore the AOs would not be able 

to select the latest order option, where the  order for the PAN and AY has not been passed in 

ITBA. In such case user should choose the latest return.  This will ensure that all relevant data is 

available to the AO for making any modification.In such cases, AO needs to ensure that 

additions made in previous orders, if any, should be taken into account while passing the 

present order. The latest order option will be available for selection, when at least one order 

has been passed online in ITBA. 

Based on the choice of user, the first column (in the manners of Part B-TI) of latest Return or 

latest order passed will be shown. It is clarified that if “latest return” is chosen by user, data as 

per latest return as filled by user or processed data u/s 143(1) or rectifications on intimation u/s 

143(1) data whichever is last will be displayed.  For making additions under any particular head, 

the user has to open the relevant schedule, and replace to existing figure therein with new 

figure and save it. The new figure will replace the old figure and cumulative changes will be 

reflected in the “Assessed Income as per AO” column and additions/disallowances will be 

reflected in the “Modifications” column of Income computation Screen which is in the manner 

“part B-TI”.  

 

Question 3: What does the 4 columns structure being shown on Income computation Screen 

convey? 

Ans. Whenever the user click select “latest return” or “latest order” and click Initiate 

computation, a four column table in the manner of part B-TI will be shown.  



 First column will shows data of latest return or latest order if available in ITBA 

(depending on the selection by user) in the manner of  part B-TI 

 Third column represents the “Assessed amount  as per AO” based on the changes done 

in relevant schedules. 

 Second column represents the “Modifications” (i.e. difference between amount 

determined by department  and as shown in last return/last order  due to change in 

schedule values) 

 Fourth column represents the system computed income as per rules. 

Note: Modifications column will be “column 3-1” till the time no computed data is 

received. Once the computed data is received then it will be “column 4-1”. 

 

For e.g.: Data is as follows: 

- Salary Income as per latest return = Rs 2,00,000 

- User clicks the ‘Schedule Salary’ and updates the value of Rs 2,00,000 by Rs 5,00,000 

and save it. 

- On Income computation Screen, user will be able to view that “Assessed Income as per 

AO” will come to Rs 5,00,000 and “Modifications” column will come as Rs 3,00,000. 

- Now when user clicks “Compute” button then data will be shared with CPC-ITR for 

computation. Once the computed results will be received back then last column 

“System computed Income” will be displayed as Rs 5,00,000. 

 

Question 4: How user will fill the tax computation Screen? 

Ans. Navigation Path: Assessment Home Page  Worklist  Subject “Assessment Proceeding 

u/s …” workitem  Tax computation  

(i) After making additions/ disallowances through entering details in schedules for 

finalizing the various Heads of Income, the AO has to now navigate back to 

workitem and click on Tax Computation to edit the following fields (in Column “As 

per user entered”): 

- MAT/ AMT/ MATC/ AMTC (through Schedule MAT/AMT/MATC/AMTC), if 

there is any change in the various fields in MAT/AMT or brought forward 

items in MATC/AMTC 

- Relief u/s 89/ 90/ 90A (through Schedule FSI and TR) 

- Rebate fields 

- TDS/ TCS details or IT (Challan) details (through Schedule TDS/TCS and 

Schedule IT). --- AO can correct the TAN or CIN details, if found incorrect 

and add additional rows for TDS or IT which were not claimed by taxpayer 



in the ITR but claimed in scrutiny proceedings or disallow/delete rows for 

TDS or IT which were claimed by taxpayer in the ITR but determined to be 

disallowable in scrutiny proceedings. 

- Interest u/s 234C 

(ii) Thereafter, AO will be required to click on Compute to send the details of Income 

and Tax Payments details for computation of Income, Tax and Interest. All 

computation and accounting will be done by CPC ITR to ensure consistency of 

software and for a single source for matching and posting of demand. 

Question 5: AO has   found Income of the nature of speculative Income and corresponding 

expenses in P&L A/C. How to treat them in computation? 

Ans. Speculative business losses are not allowed to be adjusted against regular business 

income. Therefore such items are required to be segregated from main P&L a/c . The net profit 

&loss from speculative income are required to be entered at Schedule BP at the place 

corresponding to column A-2a of schedule BP of ITR. Then, such profit and loss will be excluded 

from main profit of P&L a/c and auto added  into part B of schedule B.P (at the place 

corresponding to Col. No 38 t of schedule B.P of ITR) so that the  speculative income is added  

separately.  The expenses relating to speculative income are also to be added back in respective 

places in the relevant schedule so that such income and expenses are taken out of computation 

of normal business income. If such expenses are to be allowed against the speculative income, 

than the same are required to be entered in at the place corresponding to columns 39,40 of 

schedule BP. 

 

Question 6: AO has  found income of the nature of specified Business as per 35 AD in P&L 

A/C. How to treat team in computation? 

Ans. Such profit & loss of specified Business u/s 35 AD is to be entered in column corresponding 

to item no 2b of part A –schedule BP. It will thus be excluded from main P&L account and auto 

added at   in place corresponding to part C of schedule BP. Any individual expenses relating to 

specified income are also required to be added back in respective place in schedule and to be 

considered only in part C of schedule BP. 

 

Question 7: How to disallow the depreciation?  

Ans. In the ITR Schema Items 11 of schedule BP reflect the figure of depreciation as per profit & 

Loss A/C which is added back to income, whereas item 12 of schedule B.P is depreciation 

allowable under Income Tax Act. Therefore any adjustment in depreciation schedule is required 

to be entered in the place corresponding to item 12.  However item 12(i), which relates to 

depreciation allowable u/s 32(1)(ii) and 32(1) (iii), the figure flows  from schedule DEP. However 

user cannot enter figures directly in schedule DEP also. If items are plant & machineries, the 

relevant figures of allowable amount is to be entered in schedule DPM whereas if these are 



Building, furniture of fittings, intangible articles, ships, the relevant figures of allowable amount 

are to be filled in schedule DOA. The resultants figure will be auto populated to schedule DEP 

and place corresponding to item 12 (i) of schedule BP as well. Therefore in short the adjustment 

on account of depreciation disallowances as per section 32(ii) and 32(iii)  are required to be 

entered in schedule DOA and schedule DPM . Such adjustment will auto populated in schedule 

DEP and schedule BP at appropriate places. 

 

Question 8: If there is any items of assets on which additional Depreciation is allowable, how 

to enter the same? 

Ans. Such amount may be entered in at place corresponding to items 12 and 13 of schedule 

DPM or DOA. 

 

Question 9: How to enter the addition in asset for more than 180 days or less than 180 days? 

Ans. Such figures may be entered at the place corresponding to item 4 and 7  of schedule 

DPM/DOA and consequent deprecation will be auto calculated. 

 

Question 10: How to disallow expenses relating to exempt income as per section 14A? 

Ans. Such items can be disallowed by entering at the place corresponding to item 8 of schedule 

BP. 

 

Question 11: How to make Disallowance specified under various provision of section 36, 37, 

40, 40A and  43B ? 

Ans. The exhaustive column of disallowance made under various sub section of above referred 

sections are to be made in part A-OI (Sch OI), which will be auto populated to schedule BP. It is 

to be noted that no direct entries in respect of above referred section can be made in schedule 

BP. The other condition of making disallowance in part A-OI is that it should be ensured that 

such expenses are debited to P&L A/C. 

 

Question 12: Where the additions on account of deemed income be made? 

Ans. If deemed income is of the nature of business and profession such disallowance  may be 

made at the place corresponding to “item 20- Deemed income u/s  41”, “item 21- Deemed 

income u/s 32AD/33AB/33ABA/35ABB/40A3A/72A/80HHD/80IA” and “items 22 - Deemed 

income u/s 43CA of schedule BP.  

 

Question 13: How to make disallowance /Additions if specified heads for any disallowance or 

additions are not provided in the ITR form? 

Ans. If such amounts are debited to P/L account and user want to disallowance in specified 

heads, the same can be entered at the place corresponding to items no 6(q), 7(i), 8A(h) 9(e) of 



Schedule OI. If the item is relating to any income or expenses not shown in P/L A/C, it can be 

added back at the place corresponding to item 23 and 24 schedules BP . Please note that if 

these additions are entered in para 5 Sch OI ,these will be maintained in system only for record 

purpose. The actual additions have to be carried out in sch BP only.  

 

Question 14: Where to modify/enter the profit and gain of business or professions  covered 

under deeming provision of section 44AD,44AE,44B,44BB,44BBA,44BBB,44D,44DA and 

Chapter XIIG 

Ans. If profit from such business is included in P&L account,  any modification on such deeming 

profit of eligible business of such sections is to be entered at the place corresponding to items 

35 of schedule BP.  Due care should be taken that any expenditure relating to such business 

should be disallowed in to relevant columns of schedule BP or Part A-OI. The same will be auto 

reduced from profit at a place corresponding to table A4 of schedule BP.  

However ,if such profit is not included in P&L account, the additions for such presumptive profit  

should be made at column corresponding to sr no 23. Due care should be taken that correct 

business code for which presumptive income is allowed should be available in the return of 

income or should be filled by AO. 

 

Question 15: Where the income from manufacture of rubber, manufacture of coffee, 

manufacture of tea can be entered? 

Ans. Income of above nature is covered under Rule 7A, 7B, and 8 of Income tax Rule. The items 

37 of schedule BP provide the place for recording the amount of net profit of business after 

applying Rule 7A, 7B and 8. Therefore if the assessee has any income of such nature, the profit 

and loss after considering the impact of Rule 7A, 7B and 8 is required to be entered at the place 

corresponding to item no 37 of schedule BP. Also, user needs to ensure that “Nature of 

Business” includes any of such tea, coffee, rubber business code selected. Then only, income 

entered in item no. 37 will be considered by system. Else, normal business income as derived in 

item no. 36 will be considered. 

 

Question 16- The assessee is engaged in life  Insurance business having specified rate of taxes. 

The tax calculation is coming wrong. 

Ans- The AO is required to enter the profit of life insurance business in Schedule SI manually at 

the column “115B-Profits and gains of life insurance business”. 

 

Ques 17 - The profit and loss account declared by the assessee needs to be redrawn/trading 

additions required to be made. 

Ans- The P&L account or Balance sheet declared by assessee is not made editable in ITBA. 

All the additions are required to be catered in Part B-TI through respective schedules. If any 



trading addition is being made or profit is changed by AO, the same may be discussed in 

text order and corresponding net addition can be entered in schedule BP at the places 

enmarked  for other additions . 

 

Ques 18-The CPC is changing amount of partner salary in computation. 

Ans- Please ensure that partner salary is claimed as per section 40(b). Further it has also be 

ensured that partners details are entered in Part A-General of ITR-5. 

 

Ques 19- Deductions/Rebate and tax computations are not coming correct in ITR-7. 

Ans-  It may be ensured that Project /Institution details and other related details in part A 

General are duly filled in by tax payer or AO. 

 

Question 20: How to make addition u/s 68, 69 or 69A, Anonymous donations as per section 

115BBE, accumulated profit of recognized provident fund etc? 

Ans. In case AO wants to add any income in above referred situations then AO has to click 

“Schedule OS” and enter the details in “Other Gross” table after selecting the relevant drop 

down from the list “5BBE - 115BBE - Tax on income referred to in sections 68 or 69 or 69A or 

69B or 69C or 69D” or “5BBC - 115BBC - Anonymous donations” or “1 - 111 - Tax on 

accumulated balance of recognised PF” etc.  For the income of nature u/s 68 and various 

subsections of 69  which are taxed as per 115BBE,the AO  should chose the consolidated list of 

values in the drop down as available in the ITR of AY 2016-17 in place of separate values for 

each section and sub sections as being shown presently. 

As income of such nature have special rate of taxes, therefore utmost care should be exercised 

so that the figures are placed at correct positions to enable the system to compute correct 

taxes. It should also be ensured that once such data is entered and saved in schedule OS, the 

corresponding figures should be auto filled in Schedule SI. 

Question 21: Where to make additions u/s 56 (2)(v), 56(2)(vi), 56(2)(via)and 56(2)(vib) can be 

made? 

Ans. Such income can be added in “Other Gross” table of “Schedule OS”.  The first column of 

“Other Gross” is auto populated as “Winnings from Lotteries, cross word puzzle etc”. From 

second row, a drop down having prefilled sections is available in which one of the value 

available is “Others”.  User can select “Others” and enter the Source manually for the referred 

section 56.  All such additions not specified elsewhere can also be entered here. 

 

Question 22: If any disallowance is made on account of leave travel /assistance received u/s 

10(5) which is not in accordance with condition Prescribed under rule 2b, than how to fill the 

income computation sheet? 



Ans. The user has to open “Schedule S” ,detail of salary income and enter the amount 

disallowed u/s 10 which is not in accordance  with the rule 2b,  at the place corresponding to 

column 3 (i.e. Allowance not exempt) of Schedule ‘S’. 

 

Question 23: If any disallowance is made u/s 10 (13A), which is not is accordance with Rule 

2A, than how to fill the computation sheet? 

Ans. If any disallowance is on account a HRA is made u/s 10(13A) which is not in accordance 

with Rule 2A than the user should open “Schedule S” of salary income and enter the amount of 

disallowance made u/s 10(13A)  at the place corresponding to column 3 (i.e. Allowance not 

exempt) of Schedule ‘S’. 

 

Question 24: If any disallowance is made u/s 10(10C) which is not in accordance with 

condition laid down under rule 2 BA than how to fill the income computation sheet? 

Ans. If any disallowance is made u/s 10(10c) then the user should open “Schedule S” of salary 

income and enter the amount disallowed u/s 10(10c) at the place corresponding to column 3 

(i.e. Allowance not exempt) of Schedule ‘S’. 

 

Question 25: If any disallowance is made u/s 10(14) which are not in accordance with rule 

2BB then how to fill the income computation sheet? 

Ans. Any disallowance made u/s 10(14) which is not in accordance with Rule 2BB than the user 

should open “Schedule S” and enter the amount disallowed u/s 10(14) at the place 

corresponding to column 3 (i.e. Allowance not exempt) of Schedule ‘S’.  

 

Question 26: If any disallowance is made on account of valuation of perquisite which is not in 

accordance with rule 3 of Income tax rules than how to fill the computation sheet? 

Ans. If any disallowance is made an account of valuation of perquisite which are not in 

accordance with the conditions laid down under Rule 3, then the user should go to “Schedule 

S” and replace the amount corresponding to column 4  of  Schedule ‘S’ by the quantum at 

amount disallowed an  account of valuation  of perquisites which is not accordance with Rule 3 

of  I.T Rule . 

 

Question 27: If any addition is made on account on account of profit in lieu of salary, than 

how to fill the computation sheet? 

Ans. The user should go to “Schedule S” and enter the amount of addition made for profit in 

lieu of salary at the place corresponding to column 5 of Schedule ‘S’.  

 

 



Ques 28- The interest u/s 234B is being computed for Sr Citizens though they do not have any 

business income. 

Ans-  The Sr Citizen do not have advance tax liability if they don’t have business income. 

Therefore  AO is required to choose BP flag “NO” in computation of tax .  

 

 

Ques 29- The interest u/s 234A,234B and 234C is being calculated in relief u/s 89 cases.  

Ans-  As per provision of act, the amount of tax relief u/s 89 is not reduced from total tax 

liability for computing  assessed tax for the purpose of advance tax computation. Therefore 

interest u/s 234B , 234C will be calculated in the relief u/s 89 cases. Interest u/s 234A will also 

be calculated on the corresponding shortfall.  

 

 

Question 30: If any addition is made on a/c of value of consideration adopted as per section 

50C for the purpose of capital Gains than how to fill income computation sheet? 

Ans. For making addition as per section 50 C, the user has to open the relevant “Schedule CG” 

and replace the existing figure or amount with new figures after taking into account provision 

of section 50C at the place corresponding to column A1 (a)(iii) - (i.e. Full value of consideration 

adopted as per section 50C) for  STCG  and column B1(a)(iii) - (i.e. Full value of consideration 

adopted as per 50C) for LTCG. Please note that these  column  (A1 (a)(iii) and B1(a)(iii) )should 

not be left blank . In case sale consideration is more than value as per 50C , the actual sale 

consideration should be mentioned therein. 

 

Question 31: If any disallowance is made on account of indexation of cost and improvement 

of the original asset for LTCG and expenses wholly and exclusively in connection with transfer 

of assets, then how to fill the income computation? 

Ans. For making disallowance an account of indexation and expense in connection with 

transfer, The user has to go to “Schedule CG” and replace the existing figures with new figures 

in corresponding  columns of Schedule CG. 

 

Question 32: If it is found that the assessee  has claimed wrong deductions u/s. 

54/54B/54D/54EC/54F/54G/54GA/54GB, and the user wants to disallow the deduction 

claimed by the assessee than how to fill the income computation sheet ? 

Ans. For making the above disallowances, the user has to open “Schedule CG” and replace the 

existing figures claimed by the assessee with new figures determined by the AO in the 

corresponding column i.e. “deduction u/s/54/54B/54D/54EC/54F/54G/54GB/54GA” of 

Schedule CG . Further the user should go to item ‘D’ of Schedule CG i.e. ”Information about 

deductions claimed” and specify the details in the relevant column of items ‘D’, after specifying 



the details in items ‘D’ at schedule CG, the user has to further navigate to items ‘F’ of Schedule 

CG ‘i.e. “Information about accrual receipt of capital gains” and specify the detail of accrual 

/receipt in corresponding column of items F of schedule CG. 

 

Question 33: How to fill income computation sheet when any additions/ disallowances is 

made from slump sale for STCG? 

Ans. The user has to navigate to “Schedule CG” in Income computation sheet. There are 

separate table of transactions of slump sale. User has to replace the existing figures claimed by 

the assessee with new figures determined by the A.O in corresponding column of “Schedule 

CG”. 

 

Question 34:  How to fill income computation sheet when any additions disallowance of 

deductions u/s 54EC/54F/ is made from slump sales on account of LTCG? 

Ans. The user has to navigate to “Schedule CG” of income computation sheet and replace the 

existing figure claimed by the assessee with new figure determined  by the A.O in 

corresponding  column of items 2 (i.e. Deduction u/s 54EC/54F) of schedule CG further the user 

has to navigate to items ‘D’ of Schedule CG, and specify the details in corresponding columns of 

items D of schedule CG, after specifying the detail in item D of Schedule CG, the user has to 

further navigate to items ‘F’ of Schedule CG, and specify the detail of accrual/ receipt in 

corresponding columns of items ‘F’ of Schedule CG.  

 

Ques 35- The assessee has declared net loss in Capital gain. The System is not allowing loss. 

Ans- The sale consideration is required to be positive value in schedule CG. Any zero or negative 

cannot be entered at sale consideration column.  Therefore ensure that sale consideration in 

positive figure and cost plus expenses are filled in the relevant column. 

 

 

Question 36: If any disallowance is made under the head income from house property  on 

account on account of interest on borrowed capital, than how to fill the computation sheet? 

Ans. The user should go to “Schedule HP” and update the amount of interest on borrowed 

capital at the place corresponding to column h of Schedule ‘HP’. 

 

Question 37: If any benefit of set off of losses to be given, then how to fill the computation 

sheet? 

Ans. The user should go to “Schedule CYLA” and enter the amount of loss to be set off against 

the relevant income. In case the loss is not setoff in Schedule CYLA against the relevant income 

,it will not be reflected in computation. 

 



Question 38:  In case ITR is filed by assessee in ITR-1, 2, 2A, 3 and 4S then how the user will be 

able to add the income of business? 

Ans. For ITR-1, 2, 2A, 3 and 4S, user will be able to view the ITR-4 in which user will be able to 

add the business income through Sch BP. 

 

Question 39:  As ITR-4 is available for cases where ITR is filed by assessee in ITR-1, 2, 2A, 3 

and 4S then what checks user needs to ensure before clicking Compute button? 

Ans. User needs to check following points: 

- Data should be filled in all schedules. Suppose, in ITR-1 and 4S, salary income is only 

present in Part B TI (i.e. Income computation) but user has to ensure that all the 

relevant fields should be filled in Schedule Salary before clicking compute button. 

- Verify the Part A general details. 

- Verify the Tax computation details. 

Question 40:  What checks user needs to ensure before clicking Compute button for any 

return? 

Ans. User needs to check following points: 

- Data should be filled in all schedules. 

- Verify the Part A general details. 

- Verify the Tax computation details. 

- Verify the ‘Amount claimed’ in Schedule TDS/TCS 

- Verify that the internal schedules of Schedule CG (i.e. Information of Deduction 

claimed, Quarterly break up of CG and Set off current year losses CG) are filled and 

saved, if any income exists or modified in CG. Also data should match between them. 

- Verify that all the values added in Schedule OS and CG for special incomes are correctly 

reflecting in Schedule SI. 

- Verify the Bank details 

- Verify the ‘Eligible amount of donation’ is correctly entered in Schedule 80G and the 

same is correctly reflecting in Schedule VIA.  

- Verify the data should be in sync between Schedule BFLA and Sch CFL (i.e. brought 

forward losses set off done from current year income is coming same in both 

schedules).  

- Verify that all non ITR e-filed forms are filled before allowing any relevant deduction 

(like 80IA, IB, IC, ID etc) 

-  

Quses 41 -The income computation received from CPC is not matching with the computation 

made by AO. 



Ans-  Once the computation is sent to CPC, the CPC validate all the data submitted to it on the 

basis of computation Rules implemented at CPC. Generally the difference is found due to 

following reasons. 

(i) Incorrect mention of information at Part A General i.e residential status, liability 

of Audit, business code,  

(ii) Exempt income reduced from P&L a/c but not shown in Schedule EI. 

(iii) Loss under any head determined but not setoff against relevant income in 

Schedule CYLA. 

(iv) House property, Capital gain, other source income reduced from P&L but not 

shown in relevant heads. 

(v) Data entered in the schedule but not saved before going for computation.  

(vi) Schedule 80G not filled in ITR1 (paper return) cases.  

(vii) Partner’s salary amount may be changed if the details of salary to partners in 

part A General are not filled. 

Quest 42 - Assessment Order is passed but AO is not able to sign it digitally. 

Ans- This situation will arise if there is change in the month in  final computation is sent to 

CPC in a month and accounting of the same is completed in next month. In such situation 

signed copy of order should be dispatched to tax payer by AO 

 

Ques-43- Order u/s 143(3) cannot be passed as error message that proceeding u/s 143(1) 

or 154 is pending. 

Ans- In this scenario the proceeding initiated u/s 143(1) or 154 is either to be completed or 

cancelled. In case of these proceedings are initiated by CPC, it may  be asked to cancel the 

proceedings. . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


